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Good day council,
My name is Erica Cichocki. I live at 1489 Birmingham St.
I appeared at the last hearing. I know we talked about no same or similiar violates and there is 3 that I would like to
appeal. I have been in communication with Stephen, the inspector. He agrees that I have a neighbor who is harrassing
me cuz all these things are being complained about the day of cleaning or getting prepared to get rid of.
#1- oct 30. - this was 15 days after i was present. I recall asking to give me a little time to get everything done due to my
dad passing away, working full time, and having 3 boys as a single mother. On Nov. 1st, I got the Mustang in the garage,
my trailer went to the dump which I paid 75 dollars for, which included the washing machine! I received this Oct 30th
letter on Nov 3rd. It was already done before I knew there was a complaint.
#2 - Dec 6th, - trampoline/various items. I explained to Stephen that the trampoline is not broken, I took down the net
and trampoline but left the poles up with half trampoline on it due to winter and liability of someone slipping or injury
when it shouldn't be used. As for various items, stephen stopped by and didn't see anything that they were talking
about.
#3- Feb 22 - garbage on boulevard. I put 3 bags on the boulevard before I took the kids to school and then continued to
put the trash can and recycling can out on boulevard when I returned from dropping kids off. It was trash day!!!! Aspen
knew they were picking up extra bags!! This is not ok!!! It was trash day!!! Why would my bags not be out there? If i
were to have bags on my boulevard for 4 days or more, then I could understand having a complaint but one hour before
I put the trash can out there and 2 hrs before the company came to pick them up? That's harassment !.
I appeal these due to harassment, plus all of these had reasons and were in progress or was removed before i got
notices!!! And it was trash day!!!
Thank you for your time,
Have a good day.
Erica Cichocki
6518087393
PS....due to coronivirus: I am being really effected due to being a server. I have job at the moment due to stay at home
order! Thank you.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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